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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Yong Tau Foo Corner is the business that involved in food industries. Yong Tau 

Foo Corner is selling yong tau foo food and beverage. We plan to commencement this 

business in year 2003. We have divided our business plan into four departments to make 

sure an efficient and effective work. Each department has their own strategies and 

planning. 

C'3 ADMINISTRATION PLAN 

Knowledge in management is important to expand techniques in achieve tangible 

solution and systematic planning to control business for effectiveness and efficient in 

manage and administrated. Having a clear and meaningful mission is other our systematic 

planning. We also concentrated an administration strategy to improve our management 

team. Others we also have another planning to our worker. 

C'3 MARKETING PLAN 

Marketing is the one and important components in the business. We combined all 

marketing strategies to increase sales and promote our product. We produce product that 

based on yong tau foo food and beverage. We do research on all aspect to determine the 

way for our business. We also determine our competitors to know our market share after 

we entered to the market. Our forecasted sales as below. 

Year 2003 

Year 2004 

Year 2005 

RM 

RM 

RM 

673920 

808704 

842400 
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INTRODUCTION 

Yong Tau Foo Comer is establishing as a product business and its business 

transactions involved directly to the customers. Yong Tau Foo Comer is registered under 

the partnership agreement. We were encouraged to enter in this business because of the 

increasing population from time to time in our country. We will start to operate our 

business on 1
st

. January, 2003. 

We choose ' Yong Tau Foo Comer' as our particular business name because the 

word itself already shows and states the kind of business that is being carried on. The 

word ' Yong Tau Foo ' already represents the overview of our own main business 

activities that selling of Yong Tau Foo food to our customers. Besides that, our comer 

also provides nutritious and delicious side meals item. 

We choose Shahab Perdana as our location by looking at our target market, 

comprehensive infrastructure such as communications network, transportation, 

competition and the development of that area and also near to the supplier. 

As we know, Malaysia is considered as a developing country. With the 

international scenario, it has encouraged our economy to develop by 8%. Therefore, it has 

encouraged our economy to grow especially in the business sector. Besides that, our 

prophet, Muhammad S.A. W. has stated that 9/10 of our income comes from business and 

has encouraged the society to involve in business sector. 

From our research, we have found that there is lack of interest from the 

entrepreneur to commercialize Yong Tau Foo food and as we know different state have 

their Yong Tau Foo food in a different sauce. So, due to this we open the business to 
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